
Swirly Snow Downunder 
        designed by Terry Louise—Tasmania 

I hope you will enjoy stitching this design as much as I have enjoyed creating it and 
that you will have fun playing with colours, floss, beads and the finishing to create 
something that is uniquely ‘you’. 
 

A few comments about the verses for those who may not already know. 
Australia’s national anthem, ‘Advance Australia Fair’ begins with the words 
“Australians all (let us rejoice)” and our highest mountain is Mount Kosciuszko in 
the Snowy Mountains. 
“Aotearoa” is the original Maori name for New Zealand and translates as  
“The Land of the Long White Cloud” 
 

I’d love to see pictures of your finished project.  If you’d like to share them or if you 
have any questions please contact me ……   terrylouisetas@yahoo.com 
 

Best wishes, 
Terry Louise—Tasmania 
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Swirly Snow Downunder (without verse) Stitch count 76w x 39h 

Stitched on 16 count blue Aida using one strand of DMC Light Effects floss 
DMC E747 Baby Blue—large snowflakes 
DMC E5200 White—all other stitches 
 

Swirly Snow Downunder (Australian verse)  76w x 76h 

Model stitched on 28 count white Lugana using two strands of floss over 2. 
DMC 827 Blue very light—large snowflakes and all lettering 
Czech Beads size 11 Blue Ceylon—small snowflakes 
 

Thank you to Melisa Caulcutt for stitching this model 
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Swirley Snow Downunder (New Zealand verse)  Stitch count 76w x 72h 
 

I only decided to include a New Zealand verse at almost the last minute so there was 
no time to stitch a model. 
 

If I’d had time I would have stitched with either silver or light grey on black evenweave 
but I will leave the colour choices up to you.   
 

Enjoy!  Terry Louise  
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